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SIMPLE COMMANDS 
Commands look like this:

‘a name’ ‘a command’ ‘some data’; 

The name is the name of the pallete or palettes to send the command to. Data is data 
needed for the command. The semi colon is important at the end of the command.  
Commands can be strung together, each command separated from the next by its semi 
colon. 

To execute a command or series of commands use do; so:

red turn 180;do; 

Would turn a pallet called red through 180 degrees.

To execute commands on multiple palettes at the same time wrap the commands inside a 
cycle. A cycle looks like this:

cycle ‘a time’ { ‘commands to execute } 

the word cycle is needed and the time is the time the cycle is to take in seconds.  The 
commands to execute are listed inside the {}. The cycle is executed by attaching a 
do; .So:

cycle 30 {red turn 180;blue turn -180;}do; 

would turn red through 180 degrees and at the same time turn blue through -180 degrees

Command List 

Turn 
Turn something through and angle expressed in degrees.

To 
Move something to a height.  Heights are a percentage, by default 100% is 10m. Heights 
can be negative.  Height 0 is the stage surface.

There are some predefined heights: 

• stage  
is the stage surface

• sub  
is the substage



• lower 
is the lower stage

So:

mySet to stage;do; 
would do as you might expect.

Position 
The general position command is P. Its expects 3 numbers representing the x, y and z 
coordinates to move to.  The coordinates are expressed like this:

<x,y,z> 

No spaces are allowed between the x,y,x and the commas.  Positions are relative to the 
drum and are expressed in meters.  <0,0,0> is the stage surface t the drum centre. 
Positive values are the front and right, negative are left and the rear.

Working with multiple palettes 
Suppose you have 3 pallets called a, b and c. You'd could move all3 to the stage with a single 
command like this: 

a:b:c to stage;do; 
The names of the pallets are joined together with a : This works for all commands.  You have the 
freedom to mix these up as you need so this is valid: 

cycle 30 {a:b:c to stage;b  turn -90;}do; 
The b palette willl take its movement from the first half of the command and takes its rotation 
from the second half. 

If you have groups of palettes which naturally are manipulated together they can be placed into. 
group.  Using there group name the palettes behave as though they were  a single palette. The 
group command looks likes this: 

a:b:c group +myGroup;do; 
After this a:b:c to stage is equivalent to myGroup to stage.  Use a - instead of a + to remove a 
palette from a group. 

Rezzing and aligning objects 
Objects are razzed with the rez command. This looks like: 

rez ‘the object name’ ‘where to rez it” ‘object height’ ‘object 
extension’; 

The name of the object is obvious, where to rez it has many options but the basic ones are: 



• upper 
rez it on the stage 

• lower  
rez it on the lower stage

• sub 
rez it on the sub stage 

• high 
rez it in the fly space  

Palletes should automatically be aligned when the rez, if the razzing was successful then the pallets 
signs on on the drum report channel (wear a headset to pick this up) 

The pallets will remember the position it was rezzed in and will return their if the drum or the 
palette is aligned.  To force align a palette use the align command: 

 align 
to re lain everything or 

 align name; 
to align an individual palette. 

Palletes or pallets groups can be removed from the drum by sending then a die command.  Die 
looks like this: 

 a die;do; 
Multiple palettes and palette groups can be killed at the same time.  Also like all commands die 
waits its turn to execute so this works too: 

 a:b:c to sub;a:b:c die;do; 
 
which will move palettes a b and c to the sub stage where they will bey deleted. 

Other information 
The default channel for controlling the drum is channel 22. 




